Dave’s Desk
A MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO
Are you passionate about supporting and growing your community? Do you have
experience and a strategic business mind? If so, then we want you on our Board of
Directors! Serving as a Director offers valuable opportunities to share your skill set, grow
your network, and gain transferable knowledge and skills in business, ﬁnance, and
leadership.
All members in good standing, aged 18 years and older, are eligible to run for election to
the Board of Directors. There are 3 Director positions available and those interested can
pick up a nomination package at your nearest branch or by emailing rwoods@abcu.ca.

Important dates:
Application process opens

October 3

Application process closes

October 14 @ 4pm

Candidate interviews

October 19-21

In branch voting period

October 24-28

Successful candidates notiﬁed

October 31

Public announcement at AGM

TBD

ABCU staff are working with
University Hospital members
to provide options including
transferring accounts to one of
our other locations.

Member Notice:

Due to hospital
space requirements,
the University Hospital
branch will be
permanently closed
effective
October 1st, 2022.

ABCU thanks all members for
their dedication and support
over the past years.
We apologize for any
inconvenience that this
change might have for you.

Simply Better Careers
INTRODUCTIONS

Shannon Elliott

Manager, Commercial Services

Shannon really appreciates working in a local banking institution, one that has a laser focus on their
values and community. She leans on her ﬁnely tuned soft skills to build relationships, ﬁnd creative
solutions and make business banking simple for members. Working alongside business members to
build their dreams is Shannon's way of providing 'simply better advice'.

Magda Domanska

Manager, Finance

Magda looks after the ﬁnancial health and well-being of ABCU Credit Union as a business. Her team
supports ABCU by producing timely and accurate ﬁnancial statements, preparing budgets, and
assisting with strategic planning and managing cashﬂows. She believes that 'simply better banking'
starts with being aware of how each employee's work and dedication impacts the members directly.

Ami Rodis

Assistant Controller

Ami shares that the best part of her job is working with an awesome team and always brings
'simply better service' to staff and members with a smile.

Logan Sinyard

Business Banking Analyst and IT support

Logan builds digital products and services in order to improve banking for our members and make
things easier for staff. He loves to help staff troubleshoot and investigate their issues in an effort to
ﬁnd solutions. Welcome to the team!

At ABCU, we all have a part to play in ensuring that members have the best experience with us, whether
that is providing timely and accurate information to members or fellow staff and being available when
needed to provide 'simply better banking'.

Simply Better Business
DON’T FALL FOR THESE CYBER INSURANCE MYTHS
Source: Happier IT

As the world increasingly moves online, so do the risks to our businesses. Cyber insurance is one way to help your
business recover following a cyberattack. It covers ﬁnancial losses caused by events such as data breaches, cyber
theft, ransomware and more.

Cyber insurance can be beneﬁcial in many ways since it typically covers the cost of:
Recovering data

Notifying stakeholders about the incident

Legal proceedings

Restoring the personal identities of
those affected

Due to the complicated nature of cyber insurance, there are a lot of myths out there that can be harmful to your
business if you fall for them.

Myth #1: All I need to protect my business from cyberthreats is a cyber insurance plan
This could not be further from the truth. Your insurance provider will only cover your business if you meet the
requirements outlined in your contract. Most reputable insurers will require proof that you have been following the
proactive measures outlined in your policy. If you can't prove your compliance, your claims are unlikely to be paid.
One of the most common insurance requirements is that you have top-tier cybersecurity protection. Despite the
availability of a variety of cybersecurity solutions in the market, keep in mind that not all of them are the same.
Finding a solution that offers the best protection for your needs is crucial.

Myth #2: I don’t need cyber insurance since I have cybersecurity solutions
Even though cybersecurity solutions can boost your defenses, they don’t make you immune to cyber incidents. Yes,
cybersecurity solutions can reduce the risk of a cyberattack by identifying and protecting vulnerable points in your
system. However, no solution can provide complete protection against all threats because staying on top of
emerging risks can be challenging.
Additionally, human error can always result in vulnerabilities in a system, regardless of how secure it is. That's why
it's a good idea to have a cyber insurance policy in place to fall back on in case of an incident.

Myth #3: Cyber insurance is easy to get
As technology advances, so do the occurrences of cyber incidents. With small and medium-sized businesses being
the most susceptible targets of cybercriminals due to a lack of enterprise-level protection, the likelihood of an
attack is high. Consequently, insurers are reluctant to provide coverage since the risks are signiﬁcant. While
policies are still available, they are becoming more expensive and difﬁcult to obtain.

Myth #4: If I have a cyber insurance policy, my claims will be covered in case there’s an incident
If you can’t prove that you’ve complied with your cyber insurance policy's prerequisites, your claim is likely to be
rejected. This is why you might want to consider partnering with an IT service provider. An expert IT service
provider can help you remain compliant with your cyber insurance policy as well as provide evidence of such
compliance.

To protect your business effectively, you should partner with an IT service provider who can help
you understand how to increase your chances of receiving coverage and a payout in the event
of an incident.

Simply Better Advice
INVESTORS WOULD BE WISE TO STAY OBJECTIVE
-excerpt from the Financial Post, Aug 2022

“God grant me the serenity to accept the things I
cannot change, courage to change the things I
can, and wisdom always to tell the difference”

— Kurt Vonnegut, Slaughterhouse-Five
We live in a world that feeds off our anxiety. The more
pronounced the event, the more coverage it receives,
and all the likes and shares on social media only
compound the effect. As a result, we are constantly
bombarded by subjective thinking, instead of
objective. This can lead to inner conﬂict and anxiety
because it alters our interpretation of events to what
the outside world is telling us.
Beyond the broader life implications, anxiety can also
wreak havoc in the investment world. Views are
becoming more polarized and, in some cases, almost
cultish in nature.
The recent market action is a perfect example. Many
are touting negative interpretations of the recovery,
causing one to doubt whether to stay invested or not.
However, take a step back, look at the objective facts
and realize the risk of trying to time the market and
position your portfolio based on emotions can be
quite material.
How often you check your portfolio will also
determine the probability of seeing a loss. In his book
Fooled by Randomness: The Hidden Role of Chance
in Life and in the Markets, former options trader
Nassim Nicholas Taleb points out that if you look at

Treat
yourself
with reward
credit cards

your portfolio once a year, the likelihood of seeing a
gain is 93 per cent. If you “check it every second,
minute, hour or day, you have around a 50-per-cent
chance of seeing a gain, which means you are just as
likely to see a loss.”
This doesn't mean you should simply buy and hold
the market and never look at your statements — far
from it. Rather, be cognizant about allowing
emotions to inﬂuence your investment decisions,
such as giving in to loss aversion and selling on
market corrections or chasing returns for fear of
missing out on market rallies.
It also helps to take an approach that is distinctly
your own, not based on some equity benchmark, and
certainly not on what others are doing or telling you
what you should be doing.
In this regard, I am personally a fan of psychologist
Alfred Adler's approach, which I have found helpful in
such situations, especially when it comes to
removing anxiety. We all have the power and ability
to not allow our past experiences and emotions to
form the basis of our future by simply searching out
the objective facts, ignoring the near-term subjective
opinions of others and sticking to our own long-term
game plan.
This requires courage to bet on rather against the
collective, which history has clearly shown to be the
winning trade.
For more discussion and review of your investments,
reach out to our team of Financial Advisors, led by
Robert Ter Horst, Director of Wealth Management at
780.235.2853 or rterhorst@abcu.ca

Get up to $199 in welcome rewards
when you activate your new card!
Collect valuable travel
reward points with great
health coverage and redeem
them how you want!
Conditions apply. Find out more in branch or online.

Trademark of Visa Int., used under license.

Simply Better Insurance
WHAT TO KNOW BEFORE BUYING A CONDO
There's lots to love about condo living: many come with amenities like swimming pools and tennis courts, and
you've got lots of neighbours to get to know. But is buying a condo right for you? The key is to ask as many
questions as you can, because not all condos are alike. Here are some things to consider and to ask about before
you put your money down.

1. What is a Condo, Really?
A condo is not the same as an apartment: you're buying into a community with shared responsibilities. That
means that your condo association can become a big part of your life for as long as you're living there. They can
even inﬂuence your décor decisions, with many condos insisting on white drapery facing the street. Make sure
to get a thorough understanding of what the condo association requires and restricts.

2. Get Assurance About the Insurance
Condo insurance is different from homeowner's insurance and should cover your unit, rather than the entire
condo building. Condo Insurance can help if the contents of your home are damaged and can even assist in the
repair or replacement of upgraded items.
Condo Insurance can also include liability coverage, if someone is unintentionally injured while in your condo.
Johnson Insurance offers coverage that works with your building's 'policy for a ﬁt thats right for you.

3. Dig Into Their History
The age of your condo matters too. If it's an older building, ask around to get a sense of its reputation. If it's new,
look into the history of other condos from the same builder. Are they in good ﬁnancial shape? The last thing
you want is for the builder to be cutting corners or to go out of business. If it's a brand-new building and many
of its units have not yet been sold, beware of delays—you may not get to move in when you think you will.
For existing condos ensure that they do have a Corporation insurance policy in place and that they provide you
with a Certiﬁcate of Insurance which outlines the limits of coverage.

4. Who Will Your Neighbours Be?
Ask how many units are investment properties, and how many are owner-occupied; if it's primarily the latter,
you can feel good about its livability. Owners are naturally more concerned about maintaining their property,
whereas tenants can come and go.

Contact ABCU’s insurance
partner, Johnson Insurance, for
member discounts on Home
and Auto Insurance at
1-877-738-7189

Simply Better Advice
TAXI FRAUD ALERT
Article about taxi fraud- CBC August, 2022

A Montreal woman shared her story about an
expensive taxi ride recently. The driver was very
pleasant and helpful and the only unusual thing
that happened appeared to be an innocuous
technical difﬁculty with the cabbie's credit card
machine — a scam tactic she's now warning
others to be wary of: he told her that his Visa
machine wasn't working but that he could still
take debit.
The driver then did what one bankers association
says is happening more and more frequently. He
took her debit card, swiftly swapped out the
machine for a nearly identical one and had her
type her PIN into the fake payment machine to
steal it. Within an hour, almost $10,000 was
removed from the victim's bank account without
her believing anything to be amiss.
After an investigation, her funds were reinstated
but members are encouraged to be vigilant.

How to avoid becoming a victim
Be skeptical. Taxis do accept cash, even during the pandemic, so if someone
tries to convince you otherwise, this is a red ﬂag.
The CBA said never to hand over your card to a driver or, if you must, ensure
that the card that is returned is your card.
Be wary of fake wireless payment machines or those not connected to the
internet.
If something seems strange, don't go through with the transaction.

Simply Better Banking

